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What changes faster: you or the city? Play the game! An interactive adventure throughout the streets of London. Mobile 

phones, QR codes, roller skates, films and fast reactions help your team solve puzzles and push you to ask your own 

questions. 

 

Teams of roller skaters come together in a skate event with a twist. They will be guided to an east London location with little 

knowledge of where they will head and what the next few hours will bring.  Equipped with GPS mobile phones, all they know is 

that they must find clues in different locations, skating between them and solving puzzles in the fastest time.  The clues will be 

revealed through short film clips, each containing a range of QR (quick response) codes to generate a range of possible routes. 

 

How they know all of this is through Dthe Postman - facebook friend, twitter follower and mysterious personality. Speed of 

reaction (S.O.R.) has focused on social networking to recruit participants and engage the general public. The project has been 

developed by artist Yolanda de Los Bueis who says: “Essentially, speed of reaction is a game. It also mirrors what is affecting us all – 

the current socio economic crisis which in itself is also a game. It’s also a new form of performance and interaction based metaphor where 

there are no right or wrong answers, no losers or winners, just different journeys and approaches.” 

 

If you’re not prepared to dust down your skates to take part – you can find out more about it all at the supporting exhibition 

running alongside the event.  The project is also a big advocate of the many ‘Art in Empty Shops’ schemes running nationwide, 

using these locations throughout the routes. Details of the when and where for all activity is leaking out slowly.  Clues found  

online.  Start looking.  

Play the game: play@speedofreaction.com 

Press enquiries: Producer Olivia Bellas: olivia@speedofreaction.com or 07773 691 524 
 

 

 

 

 
KREA Expresion Contemporeana is the project’s principal funder.  
More about them and artist Yolanda de Los Bueis: www.kreared.com/en/proyectos/yolanda-bueis 
QR Codes: www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/QR_Code 
Dthe Postman Twitter: twitter.com/Dthepostman and facebook: www.facebook.com/SOR.postman 
S.O.R. Twitter twitter.com/speedofreaction and facebook: www.facebook.com/pages/Speed-of-Reaction/204616552965?ref=ts 
 

 

 
 

 


